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Learn How To Use Your Sword! 
STOP MISHANDLING SCRIPTURE 

By: Bishop Steven L. Glover Sr. 

Ephesians 6:18    Matthew 4:1-10    Hebrews 4:12-13 

 

Misunderstanding Hinders Us: 

1. Our Spiritual Walk 

2. Our Divine Destiny 

3. Our Faith 

4. Brings us into Error and Deception 

 

Men and Women continue to: 

• Misquote 

• Misuse 

• And Abuse others 

By mishandling the scriptures 

 

Examples of this has happened: 

 

1.  Using Scriptures Out of Context 

- When Scriptures are taken out of their context, 

meaning out of historical or contextual setting in which 

they were written then a person can become confused 

and think the Bible is contradicting itself. 
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2. Using Scripture for Personal Gain 
 

3. Using the Sword on Fellow Soldiers 
 

4. Using scripture to Approve to your Disobedience to 

justify a person’s Disobedience.  

Deuteronomy 30:19-20 
 

5.  Using Scripture to Pull in Your Own Following 

- We are living in the time Ministers spend the majority of 

their radio or television air attempting to correct all the 

errors they see in other ministries. 
 

Key Point: The Proper Way to Use the Sword of the Spirit 
 

II Timotny 4:2 – To Preach – the Lord of the Emperor standing 

before masses in a city giving an important – even a life and 

death message to the people.  

 

 

Rebuke (when needed) meaning to rebuke sin in the lives of 

the people to bring them to repentance. 

 

Paul warned Timothy of two men who were spiritually 

dangerous in the Church. 
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Hymenaeus and Philetus 

 

Two false teachers had taught the resurrection was past and 

had overthrown the faith of some weak believers in the 

church II Tim. 2:18 

 

Paul taught to shun to separate from. The proper way to use 

the sword of the Spirit is cutting away false teaching or 

expressing dangerous heretic teachings. 

 

Hebrews 4:12 
 

Scripture must be used to  

• preach the Gospel 

• Encourage the believer 

• Correct the Sinner 

• Correct error that may arise 

 

We must stop using the wrong sword for the wrong battle! 
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Despite the Wait, this is Working in Our Favor 
 

Key Points 

• Favor ain’t fair 

• It’s lonely at the top 

• God’s process of favor includes waiting 

• His process includes the ability to endure 

• His process includes suffering 

o I Peter 5:10-11 

o To God be the Glory 

 

In suffering we respond several ways. 

• Self Confidence (full of pride) 

• Self-awareness 

 

What to do when we are waiting and have no where 

to turn. When waiting on Heaven (Reality). Heaven 

is waiting on earth. Luke 18 

 

 
 

 

 


